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The Evidence Chamber: Playful
Science Communication and
Research Through Digital Storytelling
Heather Doran1*, Dan Barnard2, Joe McAlister3, Rachel Briscoe4, Lucina Hackman1 and
Niamh Nic Daeid1

1Leverhulme Research Centre for Forensic Science, University of Dundee, Dundee, United Kingdom, 2London South Bank
University, London, United Kingdom, 3Goldsmiths, London, United Kingdom, 4Fast Familiar, London, United Kingdom

In a courtroom, it is essential that the scientific evidence is both understandable and
understood, so that the strengths and limitations of that evidence, within the context of a
legal case, can inform decision making. The Evidence Chamber brings together
entertainment, public engagement with science and research into a public
performance activity that is centred around digital storytelling and science
communication. This experience engages public audiences with science and allows a
better understanding of how people interpret scientific evidence. In this paper, we discuss
how we created this experience as an in-person and fully virtual performance through
successful collaboration between forensic science research, public audiences, public
engagement professionals, the legal profession, and digital performance artists.
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INTRODUCTION

Devonshire and Hathway note, “the concept of public engagement (PE) in science has evolved
steadily over the last 30 years. Early PE activities were often delivered didactically in a one-way flow
of information . . . Over time, PE has become more interactive.” (Devonshire and Hathway, 2014).
Alan Irwin describes the early concepts as the “deficit model” (Irwin, 1995), implying that if only the
public had more knowledge, everything would be improved. This model was based on scientists
transmitting to passive, silent publics. More recent work has focused much more on two-way
interaction (Rowe and Frewer, 2005). Ahmedien, meanwhile, argues that new media arts are an ideal
vehicle for this interaction, because the digital technology deployed allow scientists to “communicate
to laypeople and, simultaneously, collect their responses” (Ahmedien, 2021), and that “new-media
arts can ensure the maximum level of the engagement of the public towards research.”

Recent approaches have also emphasised the importance of what Ahmedien calls the
“entertainment-based learning approach” that uses strategies such as gamification.
Entertainment would seem to be a valuable strategy; Sarah Davies has argued for the important
role of pleasure and a greater focus in general on the role of emotion and affect, which she has
described as “a lacuna in studies of public engagement” (Davies, 2014). She goes on to write: “we
should as practitioners, actively seek to design participatory processes which enable the expression of
knowledges and perspectives in modes which go beyond the discursive”, instead creating space for
and welcoming “passion and outrage.”

The notion of making high stakes decisions based on scientific evidence is not a new concept
within the context of legal proceedings. Within a court of law, scientific evidence is communicated by
expert witnesses in response to questioning from defence and prosecution legal representatives.
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Recently, there has been increasing commentary that forensic
science is at a “critical juncture” where the robustness of methods
and the effective communication and understanding of
increasingly complex information are being questioned
(O’Brien et al., 2015; Science and Technology Committee
2019). It is critical that evidence presented in legal cases is
understood by all parties in the courtroom to avoid
miscarriages of justice, however this may not occur in reality.
Research has begun to start understanding the challenges and
potential approaches but it is still at an early stage (Black and Nic
Daeid 2015; McCarthy Wilcox and NicDaeid, 2018; Hackman
2020; Hoffman et al., 2021).

The Evidence Chamber was initiated as a collaboration
between forensic science researchers at the Leverhulme
Research Centre for Forensic Science (LRCFS) and
interactive digital performance artists at Fast Familiar in
2019. Members of the public became participants in an
interactive digital performance by taking on the role of jury
members in a fictional murder case. In The Evidence Chamber
the audience is presented with two different types of scientific
evidence, Gait and DNA through the medium of expert witness
testimonies, they are also given informative scientific comics
based on written primers that were produced for the judiciary.
Following this evidence gathering and jury deliberation
process they meet with a forensic expert and ask open
questions in a debrief.

The aim was to create a new engagement experience that
would immerse players within the setting of the court, where,
within the theatre provided by the jury deliberation room, they
are required to make life-changing decisions about the fate of
another based on scientific evidence presented to them. The
reaction of the “jury” to expert scientific evidence gives us a
better understanding of how the communication of that
information by experts is understood by lay audiences and
whether aids, such as understandable science comics, could
support that process.

There have previously been theatrical experiences and
academic studies based on fictional jury trials (Barnard and
De Meyer, 2020a). There have also been interactive digital
experiences where participants take on the role of jurors
(Barnard and De Meyer, 2020b). However, this format has
not, as far as the authors are aware, previously been used as a
public engagement with science activity. In addition, while in-
person theatre for science public engagement is fairly well
established (Shepherd-Barr, 2020), interactive digital
performance is a new medium for engaging the public with
science.

A distinctive feature of The Evidence Chamber is that it
functions simultaneously as both a public engagement and a
research tool, informing and provoking discussion about forensic
science and its use to enable high stakes decision making. The
inputs by the participants (conversations, questions and verdicts)
to the experience were used to assess the ability of a jury to
comprehend the scientific evidence presented in a video format.
Secondly, the impact of scientific comics specific to the evidence
types being presented and whether these aided comprehensions
were explored. Within the event, the players receive information

about the evidence presented to them in digital form. They need
to be informed enough by this to engage in quality conversation
to enable a guilty or not guilty decision to be formed with the
understanding that there was no “correct” verdict.

Expert evidence is defined as being “admissible (in order) to
furnish the court with information which is likely to be outside
the experience and the knowledge of a judge or jury” (Crown
Prosecution Service Criminal Practice Direction V Evidence
19A Expert Evidence, 2015). Forensic science experts in
England and Wales must comply with the Core Foundation
Principles and the Forensic Science Regulator’s Code of
Conduct (Crown Prosecution Service, 2019) and with the
Criminal procedure rules and practice directions 2020—rule
19 (Criminal Procedure Rules and practice Directions, 2020).
In Scotland, expert witnesses must comply with the Expert
Witness Code of Conduct (Law Society of Scotland, Expert
witness code of practice). Forensic science experts initially
provide written reports of evidence but they may be required to
present oral evidence in court. It is their role to give their
expert opinion based on their analysis of the available
evidence.

In the UK, anyone between the ages of 18 and 70 years old;
registered to vote in parliamentary or local government
elections; a registered citizen in the UK, the Channel
Islands or the Isle of Man for at least 5 years can be called
for jury service. Part of this role may be to listen to scientific
evidence presented in trial and in order to evaluate the weight
of the evidence placed before them and make decisions, the
jury must understand the scientific evidence presented
to them.

To assist the judiciary when scientific evidence is to be put to
the jury within a legal case, a series of judicial primers are being
produced by scientists, the judiciary, the Royal Society and the
Royal Society of Edinburgh in a unique partnership and
ambitious public engagement activity. Each primer presents a
clear and accurate position of the science which underpins a
particular type of forensic scientific evidence including its
limitations (Royal Society, 2017; Black and NicDaeid 2018).
The LRCFS have used the judicial primers as the basis for
science comics. The first two comics “Understanding Forensic
Gait Evidence” which is an evaluation of how people walk
(Murray et al., 2020a) and “Understanding Forensic DNA
Evidence” (Murray et al., 2020b) were used in The Evidence
Chamber.

Forensic gait analysis represents an example of a subjective
comparison of features with little underpinning frequency data or
standardised methodologies and has been heavily criticised for
the absence of an objective or robust scientific methodology
(Metropolitan Police). The analysis of DNA by forensic
scientists in contrast, could be considered to be more objective
in terms of the measurements which are robustly scientifically
underpinned and validated with large data sets providing
frequency data and an accepted standardised methodology.
The explanation of both evidence types in court can be
difficult to understand as it often contains a significant
amount of specialist terminology, statistics and probabilistic
reasoning.
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METHODOLOGY—CREATING THE
EVIDENCE CHAMBER

The initial planning meeting for The Evidence Chamber
brought together scientists, the Public Engagement
Manager from LRCFS and artists from Fast Familiar. Fast
Familiar had already created a jury based interactive digital
experience based around the use of tablet devices where
information is presented to individual participants
allowing them to vote and add comments in response to
prompts.

A scenario was created based on the two evidence types
featured in the judicial primers and comics and Fast Familiar
built a narrative around this including additional evidence
presented by lay (non-scientific) witness as well as defence,
and prosecution summations of the case. We prioritised
presenting the scientific evidence in a way that reflected how
expert evidence would be directed to a jury within a courtroom
(verbally—in response to questioning by legal representatives).
Within the context of the experience this presented several
challenges;

i) the running length of the performance, a case presented in a
court of law can take several days or weeks depending on the
complexity of the evidence

ii) in a courtroom, expert witnesses respond to questions
posed by the legal participants. For this performance
format using ipad software it was not practical for the
expert witnesses to have extensive questioning from
defence and prosecution as it would take too long and
only evidence in chief without cross examination) was
presented.

iii) recreating the courtroom location within a simulation.

We addressed these challenges in the performance by limiting
the total length for the experience of 90 min (which is a similar
length of time to many other leisure activities) and restricted the
expert witness videos to 5 min. For the expert witness videos we
created presentations that were based on the responses to
questions that could have been asked in a court in
consultation with forensic science and legal experts. The in-
person performance took place within a courtroom with the
“jury” sitting in the witness deliberation room. In the virtual
performance this feeling of “place” was carefully considered and
this is discussed in further detail in Moving From In-Person to
Virtual.

In addition to the oral evidence of the expert witnesses, the
participants were also provided with factual evidence including
bus route information, phone records and character references
for the accused which were used to provide context to the case.
Some artistic licence was used to ensure participants engaged
with the story and players took on an active role in the
experience they were asked to read some of the evidence
and statements out loud.

During The Evidence Chamber, the “jury” was given time to
discuss the evidence at directed moments and for specified
lengths of time. At various stages, the participants were also

asked to vote on whether they thought the accused was guilty or
not guilty culminating in a final decision of the group. The
structure of the voting (after and before the comics/witness
statements) allowed the gathering of data to explore how the
evidence, comics and discussion affected their views. The full
structure of the performance and information gathered from the
audience is described in Table 1.

Testing and Refining
Once the story and evidence were created, paper versions of the
video scripts were tested with scientists, forensic scientists and
members of the public. These sessions provided feedback on the
order in which evidence appeared. This order was carefully
considered since it allowed the creation of a narrative which
in turn, led participants into discussions at key points. It also
ensured that there was enough uncertainty within the evidence
presented, to provide opportunities for meaningful discussion.
For example, the testimony of the defendant was moved from
an earlier position to become the final testimony as it created
more of a “climax” to finally meet the person about which the
audience have heard so much. The DNA evidence was also
moved later in the piece to improve the structure of alternating
evidence pointing towards guilty and towards not guilty. The
original order in which evidence was presented was revised as
it showed a “reveal” happened too early in the process, stifling
discussion.

Ethical permission was obtained from the University of
Dundee ethics committee and all participants signed consent
forms prior to taking part. During the experience, all
participants remained anonymous and were referred to only
by a juror number. Discussions of the “jury” were recorded
along with the verdicts and responses to questions on the tablet
devices.

THE PERFORMANCE

The first public performance took place in the jury deliberation
room at Dundee Sheriff Court in October 2019. The public
performance involved 15 jury members (based on the Scottish
legal system). The setting gave a sense of theatre and “real life” to
the experience while also offering the participants the
opportunity to experience the layout and structure of a
court. No introductions were given before the event and no
prompts were given to allow introductions of the participants,
much like in a real jury setting. This structure, the nature of
their participation and the venue set a serious tone for the
performance. The players took their roles seriously and
engaged in meaningful discussions which frequently became
detailed and sometimes passionate.

After a verdict was reached, participants were taken into the
main courtroom where they had the opportunity to question
representatives from LRCFS and Fast Familiar. This conversation
was more informal and less structured offering the participants
the opportunity to focus on any element they wished to. A full
overview of the game experience and data collected is included in
Table 1.
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TABLE 1 | A detailed breakdown of what happens during The Evidence Chamber.

Stage What happens

Welcome The audience arrive in the room (co-located version) or online lobby (online version) and are given a tutorial in how the
platform works

Introduction* The audience are presented with the research ethics information and a series of questions which they respond to
individually
How would you describe your gender?
Tap to select
Female
Male
Non-binary
Prefer not to say
What age bracket do you fall into?
Tap to select
18–25
26–35
36–45
46–55
56–65
66–75
76+
Prefer not to say
What is your profession?
What country do you live in?
How did you find out about this event?
Accessibility [] I would like English subtitles

Scene Setting The audience watch a news broadcast, giving an overview of the case and explaining that Defendant has been accused
because his DNA was found at the crime scene

Testimony from the ex-partner of the defendant The audience hear the testimony of the ex-partner of the defendant
Telecommunications data of the defendant Shows the movements of the defendant’s phone on the night of the crime
Crime scene examiner’s report Shows where DNA was found, where the victim was found and where a French window was found open
Expert witness testimony: gait analysis The testimony of an expert witness about the gait of the defendant and the gait of the figure caught on CCTV on the night

of the crime
Statements made during the trial Each audience member reads aloud a statement made during the trial by either the defence barrister or the prosecution

barrister
A guide to understanding gait analysis Audience members read a document that explains how gait analysis works and how it should be done (audience

members realise the gait analysis was not done to the best standard)
Blind vote 1 (guilty/not guilty)* Audiencemembers vote anonymously on whether they currently feel the defendant is guilty or not guilty. Results are then

displayed to audience members
Testimony from a colleague of the victim Audience members hear about what happened shortly before the death of the victim and how her body was discovered
Testimony from a friend of the defendant Audience members hear from the defendant’s friend, who alleges that the defendant spent the evening with him but that

he was asleep at the time of the crime
Testimony from an acquaintance of the defendant Audience members hear about how this acquaintance met the defendant in a pub and subsequently worked as a waiter

for an evening at the house of the victim
Glossary of legal terms Definitions of various legal terms, including murder and “beyond reasonable doubt.”
Discussion 1# Audience members discuss how they currently feel about whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty
Blind vote 2 (guilty/not guilty)* Audiencemembers vote anonymously on whether they currently feel the defendant is guilty or not guilty. Results are then

displayed to audience members
Records of online chat forum Audience members see an online chat forum that demonstrates the defendant’s violent past as a football hooligan
Expert witness testimony about the DNA evidence A video of an expert witness explaining the degree of certainty that the DNA at the crime scene belongs to the Defendant
Discussion 2# Audience members discuss how they currently feel about whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty
Blind vote 3 (guilty/not guilty)* Audiencemembers vote anonymously on whether they currently feel the defendant is guilty or not guilty. Results are then

displayed to audience members
Testimony from the defendant Video testimony of the defendant and his account of the night
A guide to understanding DNA evidence An explanation about DNA and its role in evidence, including the possibility of “secondary transfer.” Audience members

realise the defendant’s DNA might have been brought to the crime scene inadvertently by the acquaintance he shook
hands with

Discussion 3# Audience members discuss how they currently feel about whether the defendant is guilty or not guilty
Summing up statements Two audience members selected at random by the software read summing up statements from the Defence and

Prosecution representatives
Discussion 4# Audience members are told this is their final discussion. They discuss how they currently feel about whether the

defendant is guilty or not guilty
Final Vote (guilty/not guilty)* Audience members vote on whether they think the defendant is guilty
Divergent stages If the audience are unanimous, the piece ends here and the verdict is displayed. If there is not unanimity, a further

discussion and voting round occur, at which a majority of 11 to 1 or equivalent is accepted. If no majority of 11 to1 is
(Continued on following page)
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Moving From In-Person to Virtual
In 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the face-to-face
experience was converted to a virtual setting. The conversion used
the same platform as the original piece but there were four key
challenges:

I. Enabling Discussion in a virtual setting. This involved
embedding a video calling Application Programming
Interface into the software, so that participants could see
and hear each other during the discussion phases, but which
turned off when they were watching videos or reading
documents.

II. Adapting to different browsers and devices. This involved
adapting the video syncing software which plays the videos of
the witnesses that participants watch, to allow it to use less
processing power. The process also necessitated limiting the
experience to two browsers: Chrome and Firefox.

III. Adapting to different broadband strengths and speeds. This
involved using adaptive bitrate streaming, similar to
Youtube; so that the definition of video streamed would
increase or decrease based on the internet speed of the
participant.

IV. Creating a smooth human-computer interaction. This
involved designing the video call section to be in a grid
that followed juror numbers and in which people remained
in the same “place” on-screen and using iconography that felt
familiar, such as similar hand raise andmute buttons to those
used by popular video conferencing platforms such as Zoom
and Microsoft Teams.

The story and the recorded/presented elements did not change
in the virtual setting but we anticipated that the virtual experience
would differ. It is more difficult to read more subtle body

language and signals in a virtual situation as well as
potentially more difficult for people to indicate they wish to
speak. There were also potential issues with connectivity and
reduced opportunities for the Fast Familiar team to assist if help is
required.

The online version of the experience was tested with members
of the public through the LRCFS “Citizens” “Jury”, a group of lay
members who contribute to the work of the research centre. In
this test the software was assessed along with the flow of
discussion and ability of the jury members to interact with
each other in this virtual setting. It became clear that a “Court
Clerk” was needed to provide initial information, play a role in
bringing the jury together, handle technical queries and manage
the piece. One of the participants was assigned as a Foreman who
could lead the discussions across the jury members at the
appropriate times during the piece.

When participants booked the experience they were sent a
copy of an accountability document, outlining the behaviour that
would create a safe space for participants. One of the roles defined
for the “Court Clerk” was to ensure adherence to this code.

The decision was also made to use a juror number rather than
a name for participants. This had the benefit of ensuring that all
jurors could be called on equally to speak, rather than people
avoiding calling upon those with names they find harder to
pronounce, which can further exacerbate societal inequalities.
Being always referred to as a juror also reminded participants of
their role as jurors and helped to focus them on the gravity of the
(fictional) situation and the importance of their task. In addition
to their juror number, their pronouns (which they had inputted at
the beginning) would also appear at the bottom of their webcam
within the video call. This avoided any accidental misgendering
that might have occurred. All videos were captioned. The debrief
was also maintained.

TABLE 1 | (Continued) A detailed breakdown of what happens during The Evidence Chamber.

Stage What happens

found in the vote, a further discussion and voting round occur aiming for 10 to 2 or equivalent. If no majority is found, the
defendant is found not guilty

Written response from the audience* Had you heard of the Leverhulme Research Centre for Forensic Science before playing this show? (binary yes/no)
Have you ever been on a jury? (binary yes/no)
Do you enjoy reading, watching or listening to podcasts about crime/true fiction? (binary yes/no)
In the wake of COVID-19, the judiciary are looking at new ways that trials could be run, while maintaining social
distancing. These could involve remote juries and some testimonies being given by video. Based on your experience
today. . . (binary yes/no/unsure)
Do you think you would have found the expert witnesses easy to understand if their testimony had been in person?
(binary yes/no/unsure)
Did you think that the expert witness evidence provided you with enough evidence to reach a decision? (binary yes/no/
unsure)
If you were called to sit on a remote jury, would you have access to a space where you could concentrate on a court case
throughout the day? (slider yes/no/maybe)
Is there anything else that would help you to better understand the expert witness evidence presented in the case?
(binary yes/no)
(text input)

Debrief# A debrief discussion in which audience members have the opportunity to ask forensic scientists and the artists questions
about the piece

Information from the audience is collected at the stages highlighted in the table.
*indicates quantitative information
#indicates qualitative information.
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DISCUSSION

The virtual experience launched in July 2020 to a public audience
and was advertised via the University of Dundee, LRCFS and Fast
Familiar through press releases, mailing lists, websites and social
media. Each performance kept the attention of the audience for
over 90 min with many participants indicating that they would
like the performance to last longer.

Between July 2020 and the end of August 2020 the play was
performed 23 times involving 253 participants (all shows sold
out). 69% of players identified themselves as female, 27% as male,
3% non-binary and 1% not disclosed. 59% of players were aged
between 26 and 45. Most participants were based in the UK but
the virtual show also allowed players from around the world to
join - an advantage over an in-person performance.

47% of participants were from an art, design, entertainment,
sports and media background. This is perhaps a different
audience than would be expected for a science communication
activity but similar to what might be expected to attend a
contemporary theatre production. Participation in the virtual
experience has also been limited to those who have access to fast
broadband connections and desktop/laptop computers and plan
to run the performance face-to-face with groups when we are able
to. A complete analysis of the verbal discussions is planned and
will address the core areas which The Evidence Chamber was
designed to explore. Preliminary observations suggest that the
discussions within the performance and the debrief were detailed
and sophisticated, which indicated that participants were engaged
with the experience and all actively participated in sharing and
receiving information. The Jury foreman made sure that all
participants were given time to put forward their views in each case.

It has been observed that even on social media sites such as
Twitter (which offer two-way interactions) it can be difficult to
generate conversation between scientists and public audiences
(Jahng and Lee, 2018). We believe The Evidence Chamber’s model
of science engagement where peers interact with each other in
addition to interacting with the science and experts has overcome
some of these challenges in generating conversation.

Our hypothesis is that the discussions with the forensic expert
would not be so specific and well informed were it not for the
information shared through the comics and the self-directed
discussions about the evidence that took place within the jury
deliberation part of the performance. These questions were all led
by the public audience rather than being directed by the expert.
However, to fully test this hypothesis further research is
needed—which would include collecting more knowledge on
participants levels of understanding of scientific evidence types.

There is no single method of measuring engagement and very
few use both qualitative and quantitative perspectives. This in
turn means that demonstrating how engaged an audience is in an
activity can be difficult (Trunfio and Rossi, 2021). In The Evidence
Chamber the format allows members of the public to engage
deeply and actively with scientific ideas, deploying them in their
discussions and applying that knowledge to decision making. A
benefit of using digital modes of delivery is that it becomes
possible to gather much more detailed and granular data
about how audience members are engaging with different

pieces of information (how long they spend looking at
different documents, for example). In addition, we gain insight
into their deliberative process (as it is possible to measure how
long it takes for participants to vote for example) along with
qualitative data in the form of discussion recordings.

This model of engagement may be a useful method for others
who wish to combine entertainment and education in science and
health while also providing useful data from the experience to
inform future communication practices. All sessions of The
Evidence Chamber sold out, showing there was a public
interest in an activity such as this. In addition, the piece has
also been modified and used to structure professional training for
legal practitioners, forensic psychologists and other students.

The key to the dual nature of the project is that The Evidence
Chamber links engagement with science and research through an
interactive narrative. Here we describe how and why it was
created and the outcomes and learning so far. The Evidence
Chamber was created by forensic scientists, science public
engagement professionals and new media artists as an attempt
to create a highly interactive science public engagement
experience that engages public audiences emotionally through
the design of an immersive scenario (a jury trial of a fictional case
that rests on forensic evidence) that prompts passionate
discussion about the science in the case and leads to a detailed
live interaction between forensic scientists and members of the
public at the end of the fictional scenario.

We believe this project demonstrates the potential for new
media arts projects as a vehicle for meaningful, interactive public
engagement with science and believe there is a need for further
exploration of different new media arts tools and formats for this
purpose. New media arts are already established as a field of
public engagement with biomedical sciences (Ahmedien, 2021)
but there is a need for further practice, research and evaluation in
other scientific fields.
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